THE chiasma frequency in one bivalent is in many cases not independent of chiasma frequency in other bivalents and often the bivalents compete with each other (Darlington, 1933; Mather and Lamm, 1935; Morgan et al., 1933; Jam and Maherchandani, xg6i) . Mather (1936) examined this relation in 27 species and hybrids in both plants and animals belonging to diverse groups and he observed that while a positive correlation of chiasma frequency in various bivalents occurs in some cases, a negative correlation occurs more often. He generalises from the data that after a certain level of chiasma formation bivalents must compete and this will result in a negative correlation.
Some plants with supernumeraries were obtained in Dactylis glomerata subsp. lusitanica. These supernumeraries are heteropycnotic and they pair among themselves (Shah, I 963) . The normal complement in this subspecies consist of i chromosomes. The seven pairs of homologues have no obvious size differences at meiosis. A study of "competition" in plants having supernumeraries could give information with respect to the effect of the presence of heterochromatin in the cell on competition. Also such material allows one to study the effect of the chiasma frequency in the supernumeraries on the chiasma frequency in the normal set. The author has not come across any similar studies in the literature, though extensive work has been done on supernumeraries both in plants and animals (see reviews by Muntzing, 1958 and by White, 1954) . In the present paper data are presented on the interrelationships of chiasma frequency in the bivalents of the normal set in plants with 2 supernumeraries. Data for the same relation with respect to plants with 0, I, 3 and 4 supernumeraries and the interrelationships of chiasma frequency in supernumeraries and the normal set chromosomes will be published elsewhere.
Data with respect to the " between nuclei " and " within nuclei variance components and the probability levels for the variance ratios are presented in table i (see Mather, 1936 , for the method of partitioning the variance and testing their significance). A higher intra-nuclear component indicates a negative correlation with respect to the chiasma frequency in various bivalents. A higher internuclear component will indicate a positive correlation. Data were collected at diakinesis and metaphase-I.
In plants no. 2, 5 and 6 the inter-nuclear component is significantly higher, while in plant no. 4 it is significant in one sample (table i). In plant no. 3 the inter-nuclear component is higher but not significantly so (o.I>P>oo5). In plant no. i, the intra-nuclear component is slightly higher.
Heterogeneity of variances was tested with Bartlet's test. The seven inter-nuclear variances are homogenous (o 25> P>o to), while the intranuclear variances are heterogenous (P.<ooo5). It is of some interest to pool the data for all the six plants and examine if there is a difference in the magnitude of inter-and intra-nuclear variances for the group as a whole.
However, the intra-nuclear variances are heterogenous and, so the use of the pooled estimate in the F test has certain limitations. In the case of a similar situation with respect to combining the data for Latin square designs, Cochran and Cox (1950) observe that the calculated F value is an overestimate of the true F value, the latter will lie between the calculated F value and the F value with respect to the degrees of freedom for a single experiment with highest error variance. This could be used as a basis of preliminary conclusions. With respect to the present data similar approach is followed, however, the experimental set up is of hierarchal nature here.
The pooled inter-nuclear variance, is significantly higher than the pooled intra-nuclear variance (oo5>P>ooi; the degrees of freedom for the tabular F used are the ones for the sample with the highest intra-nuclear component; see table i ). The data suggest that in the case of plants with two supernumeraries there is a positive correlation with respect to chiasma frequency in the normal A-chromosome set. In the case of plants belonging to the same subspecies and having no supernumeraries there is an indication of a negative correlation of chiasma frequency (Shah, unpublished) .
Heterochromatin is no longer considered inert. The role of heterochromatin in V-type of position effect (see review in Lewis, 1950) , the effect of heterochromatic supernumeraries on morphology and fertility in Secale and some other plants (Muntzing, 1958) , the synthesis of DNA in euchromatin and heterochromatin at different times (Lima-de-Faria, 1959) , and the effect of the Y chromosome in Drosophila on synthesis of nucleic acid bases, the purine compounds in the extracts of XXY eggs being more than double than in XX type eggs (Travaglini et al., 1958) , all suggest a specific role of heterochromatin. The present data, though only limited, suggest an additional role of heterochromatin.
